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1. Short Title and commencement

1972, No. 36

An Act to make provision to establish and nullify agreements etc., between Government of Malaysia, State of Singapore, Her Majesty and Governments of the United Kingdom. This Act may be cited as the Act of Malaysia 1963. thereafter;

[10 Februari 1972]

WHEREAS Federation of Malaya had established under Federation of Malaya agreement 1957 and been independence as sovereign country forever started thirty-first day of August, nineteen hundred and fifty seven. WHEREAS for the purpose enlarging the States, Malaysia agreement has been made in year 1963 between North Borneo, Sarawak, and Singapore and Great Britain and Northern Ireland with the existing States of the Federation of Malaya, thus federated with the federation and a New States namely Malaysia.

1. Short Title and commencement —

This Act was cited as the Act of Malaysia 1963, there after must be in force amendment to the constitution of Malaysia, even assert firmly in all other agreement, treaties and law associated with it, in conditional, maybe enforce depends on beneficial and impact With Government of Malaysia.

2. An Act to make provision for and in connection with the establishment of the Federation of Malaya after form of government, as the Constitution established as an independence sovereign country forever, THUS, any alteration in the Constitution that could threatened the independence, is void, so far, as the inconsistency.